2001 mercury sable transmission problems

Two problems related to transmission failure have been reported for the Mercury Sable. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Mercury Sable based on all problems reported for the Sable.
Transmission failed at miles without any notice at all. This car is two years old and just out of
the warranty. Ford would not do anything about it. There is something very wrong about this!!!.
My Mercury Sable LS wagon transmission failed in may 25 k miles. At that time Ford voided my
warranty saying I had abused the car drag racing. That transmission failed December 78k miles.
It is currently in the shop for transmission repair. In July I had initiated an independent report
done on the car, there is a serious defect in the transmission design. Car Problems.
Transmission Failure problem 1. Transmission Failure problem 2. Other Power Train related
problems of the Mercury Sable. Automatic Transmission problems 8. Automatic Transmission
problems. Power Train problems. Manual Transmission problems. Transmission Not Engage
problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Axle Shaft Seal problems. Transmission
Gear Slipping problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Automatic
Transmission Torque Converter problems. Mercury Sable owners have reported 23 problems
related to transmission failure under the power train category. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Mercury
Sable based on all problems reported for the Sable. The contact owns a Mercury Sable. While
the vehicle was operated, it lost engine power without warning. The vehicle was towed to dom's
getty service station mercer st, hightstown, NJ where it was diagnosed as a transmission
failure. The dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer was contacted and offered no
assistance. The failure mileage was approximately 57, See all problems of the Mercury Sable. In
,. My power train transmission stopped propelling my car. Several years earlier, my friend who
owned a Mercury Sable the same type car as I am writing to you about , had the same
transmission failure while on an interstate highway. He had approximately the same mileage on
his car that I had when our transmissions failed. This type of failure is dangerous yet the Ford
motor CO. Advised me there had not been a recall. Please advise. While driving at 40 mph
transmission suddenly failed, no ability to move car out of traffic. Driver and passengers almost
were rear ended by following traffic. Unable to move car off of roadway. Engine ran but car
would not move. The contact powered the vehicle on and attempted to shift gears when the
vehicle would not shift. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the
transmission had failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 35, My complaint is for a Mercury Sable
sl prem wagon with a 4f50n transmission. It has approx miles. While driving close to home, the
dash 'transmission' light came on, but almost instantly went off. I called the dealer, who I use
for maintenance and repair. They advised it might have been a fluke or nothing, to see what
happened next time. The next day I backed the car out of my driveway,no light came on. I
started to drive, uo the hill, the light came on and immediately the car stopped moving forward.
This transmission failed without expectation and suddenly. If this had happened in traffic, I
could have had a serious accident. Vehicle is at the dealer. After refueling at busy gas station,
started the car and the car would not go forward or backwards as no gears were working. The
car engine was working fine but the transmission died without any warning symptoms - no
clunking, no grinding gears, no loss of fluids,. It just completely failed. The car was repaired
with a used transmission. There are thousands of complaints online about this particular
transmission in Sables and taurus vehicles it is a serious problem as the instantaneous
complete transmission failure can easily occur in dangerous traffic situations. It previously
failed with the car in motion on a highway! An investigation on the internet will clearly reveal
thousands of failures and data is available at transmission and garage shops. Do something
please. Wife was driving vehicle on highway. The car engine kept running but the transmission
died without any warning symptoms - no clunking, no grinding gears, no loss of fluids,. It just
completely failed while in motion. Thank god she was able to coast towards the shoulder and
avoid being hit. The same transmission was recalled in another Ford vehicle. It's not clear as to
why there is no recall nor warning. Do something. I have a Sable upon driving on the interstate,
my car just stopped going forward. I had to have it towed to a garage and have it diagnosed. I
have contacted every transmission repair shop in a 75 mile radius and they all give me the same
price. They have also told me that every Sable they have run across around that year of
production has had the pump in the transmission has failed. There is only 72, on this car and I
do not have the money to replace the transmission. This is an issue that should be taken care of
by the manufacturer. While attempting to make a right turn, the transmission failed to shift into
the proper gear. The contact took the vehicle to a local mechanic and they replaced the
converter, transmission fluid, bolts, and joints. One year later, while driving 30 mph, the failure
recurred and the vehicle was taken back to the auto repair shop. The mechanic made identical

repairs and stated that because the converter was manufactured out of plastic, it would
continually fail. The contact is in the process of notifying the manufacturer. The failure mileage
was 75, and current mileage was 98, Transmission temporarily fails to shift when accelerating or
braking. Front left tire punctured. No official recall for Transmission failed a just over 80, miles.
Transmission failed at miles without any notice at all. This car is two years old and just out of
the warranty. Ford would not do anything about it. There is something very wrong about this!!!.
Consumer stated that while driving at any speed and without the transmission failed causing
the vehicle not to accelerate. Dealer notified. While parking the vehicle engage from drive to
reverse and the transmission failure to move didn't work. Dealer fixed the transmission. Please
provide further information. My Mercury Sable LS wagon transmission failed in may 25 k miles.
At that time Ford voided my warranty saying I had abused the car drag racing. That
transmission failed December 78k miles. It is currently in the shop for transmission repair. In
July I had initiated an independent report done on the car, there is a serious defect in the
transmission design. Car is a mecury Sable, VIN 1melm50u4ta, with a defective transmission.
Car would lunge and jerk as car would slow and then re-accelerate such as going into and out
of a curve in town, or approaching a red light that changed to green before the car completely
stopped. The dealer replaced a sensor under warrenty. The symptons again started occuring
about a year later. Finally, the transmission failed in April The car had an extended warrenty
from Ford. At the time of the failure, the warrenty had expired for time greater than 5 years but
not mileage. However, the car was covered by the warrenty time and mileage during both the
September and may services. Had the fault been properly diagnosed at either time while still
under warrenty, my contention is that the transmission would not have failed. I currently have
the transmission. The gearing system has notches in the teeth. Without any indication of
approaching failure, the transmission failed on me. The car from parked position could be
backed in reverse gear to the street, but would not go forward in "d" it does go forward, but
takes up too much engine rpm - slippage? Then you can switch gears to 2nd and 3rd d with
overdrive off and 4th with od engaged gear. I haven't risked topping 45 mph in my test run.
Apparently there is some problem with transmission that does not allow it to move forward
when put in "d" and seems like taking too much rpm to pick up load when gears are changed
manually. I have browsed through this web site for complaints launched by other '97 Sable
owners, but I could not find any one with similar problem. Control module for transmission
failed, causing vehicle to slowly accelerate, also replaced transaxle. Transmission failed. The
transmission failed causing the vehicle to roll out of park and the vehicle will not go over 30
mph because the high gears were broken. The transmission failed causing the vehicle not to
move while at a stop light. Car Problems. Transmission Failure problem of the Mercury Sable 1.
Transmission Failure problem of the Mercury Sable 2. Transmission Failure problem of the
Mercury Sable 3. Transmission Failure problem of the Mercury Sable 4. Transmission Failure
problem of the Mercury Sable 5. Transmission Failure problem of the Mercury Sable 6.
Transmission Failure problem of the Mercury Sable 7. Transmission Failure problem of the
Mercury Sable 8. Transmission Failure problem of the Mercury Sable 9. Transmission Failure
problem of the Mercury Sable Automatic Transmission problems. Power Train problems.
Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator
problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems.
Transmission Fluid Leaking problems. Manual Transmission problems. Eight problems related
to automatic transmission have been reported for the Mercury Sable. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
the Mercury Sable based on all problems reported for the Sable. Got into vehicle after work,put
into reverse to back out of parking spot, vehicle lunged forward. Transmission found to have
failed-locked into forward gear. All gear selector positions are now forward including neutral
and reverse. Dealer and Ford motor company notified of situation. Transmission to be replaced.
Old transmission may be available after work is complete. I am dissatisfied with Ford's
response to this issue, both financially and the lack of concern from the safety issue this could
create. Vehicle had been to the dealer on several occasions. Mechanic could not duplicate the
problem. Vehicle jumped forward. Transmission popped into gear on its own. The rpms
accelerated, then vehicle would stalled. Consumer was unable to restart vehicle. It was towed to
the dealer, and mechanic informed consumer that vehicle was placed on diagnostic machine,
and computer was reprogrammed. Consumer informed the mechanic that this problem occurred
again, and had not been resolved. When the gear was switched from park to reverse, the vehicle
lurched forward and almost caused an accident. While driving consumer heard a knocking
noise from the front of the vehicle then the engine light came on. Consumer took the vehicle to
the dealership for service. Cause of problem still unknown. I purchased a Mercury Sable, I took
the auto and on the second day I put the auto in drive, the motor raced like the pedal was

pushed to the floor,I called the dealer and told them I will not drive this auto they sent atow
truck andthe next day they gave me a new Sable. Since I have this new Sable the gas pedal
gives me the same reaction as the old one. It occurred about 9 or 10 times over the last 9 years.
Very rare but it does occur. My wife refuses to drive it. Because of what happens to the
accelerator. Every time I start the car I make sure my foot is on the brake pedal when I put the
car in drive. I feel its the computer that occasionally goes beserk. I bring this up because I see
where Toyota is having problems with there computers also. It's very frightening when the car
accelerates like something is controlling the gas pedal at this high rate of speed. When this
does occur I put the car in neutral and the engine goes back to normal. There is a violent jarring
of the vehicle near the end of a stop. Dealer claims that it is a normal downshift of the
transmission. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission
problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic
Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission problem
7. Automatic Transmission problem 8. Other Power Train related problems of the Mercury Sable.
Automatic Transmission problems 8. Power Train problems. Transmission Failure problems.
Manual Transmission problems. Transmission Not Engage problems. Transmission Not Go Into
Gear problems. Axle Shaft Seal problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Automatic
Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems.
So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. I purchased a Mercury Sable, I took the auto and on the second
day I put the auto in drive, the motor raced like the pedal was pushed to the floor, I called the
dealer and told them I will not drive this auto they sent atow truck andthe next day they gave me
a new Sable. Since I have this new Sable the gas pedal gives me the same reaction as the old
one. It occurred about 9 or 10 times over the last 9 years. Very rare but it does occur. My wife
refuses to drive it. Because of what happens to the accelerator. Every time I start the car I make
sure my foot is on the brake pedal when I put the car in drive. I feel its the computer that
occasionally goes beserk. I bring this up because I see where Toyota is having problems with
there computers also. It's very frightening when the car accelerates like something is
controlling the gas pedal at this high rate of speed. When this does occur I put the car in neutral
and the engine goes back to normal. My Mercury Sable ls wagon transmission failed in May 25
K miles. At that time Ford voided my warranty saying I had abused the car drag racing. That
transmission failed December 78K miles. It is currently in the shop for transmission repair. In
July I had initiated an independent report done on the car, there is a serious defect in the
transmission design. Got into vehicle after work, put into reverse to back out of parking spot,
vehicle lunged forward. Transmission found to have failed-locked into forward gear. All gear
selector positions are now forward including neutral and reverse. Dealer and Ford Motor
Company notified of situation. Transmission to be replaced. Old transmission may be available
after work is complete. I am dissatisfied with Ford's response to this issue, both financially and
the lack of concern from the safety issue this could create. Search CarComplaints. Vehicle had
been to the dealer on several occasions. Mechanic could not duplicate the problem. Vehicle
jumped forward. Transmission popped into gear on its own. The rpms accelerated, then vehicle
would stalled. Consumer was unable to restart vehicle. It was towed to the dealer, and mechanic
informed consumer that vehicle was placed on diagnostic machine, and computer was
reprogrammed. Consumer informed the mechanic that this problem occurred again, and had
not been resolved. Transmission replacement at 67, miles. When the gear was switched from
park to reverse, the vehicle lurched forward and almost caused an accident While driving
consumer heard a knocking noise from the front of the vehicle then the engine light came on.
Consumer took the vehicle to the dealership for service. Cause of problem still unknown. No
summary listed for above vehicle. Transmission fitting not secured causing lose of fluid,
transmission to slip with sudden rapid acceleration resulting. Causing very near miss with
oncoming traffic. Gross negligence, no evidence of safety inspection had to have car towed 35
miles because it was undrivable, car only 4 days old. Dealer claims negligence due to factory
error. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. It looks like you're new here. If
you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. November in Ford. My transmission is making a whining noise when
switching gears right after the car is started first thing. Any suggestions on what that might be?
July Of course things are starting to wear out on it and I have given it to my son to drive and
maintain. It just started having problems starting in park like the battery was dead but it was not
- turns out it is the neutral park switch not being made due to excess play in the shifter on the

steering column. It is normally supposed to stay in park when you are trying to start but you can
move it to another notch like neutral to get it started. It has way too much play in it. Has anyone
ever dealt with this problem and what parts are likely to need replacement. How difficult is it?
August My new used Taurus really picks up speed when traveling down even moderate grades.
The Tach was at approx Rpm and stayed there even after I put the car in Neutral, while still
moving. I placed the transmission in Neutral again and the engine speed rose to Rpm and then
settled back to 2K for the rest of the trip down the hill. Can anyone give me an explanation for
this? Brake pedal effort is what I would consider "high" in this vehicle. You have to keep
pushing on the pedal to keep it stopped at an intersection, etc. The pedal doesn't keep going
down, but it is considerably harder to push than any other vehicle I've ever had including my
Freestar. The engine Rpm reads approx , and doesn't change when shifting from Park to Drive,
etc. It's like the brake booster just doesn't give enough boost. Thanks everyone! Brian Reed. I
too have a Ford Taurus. I also experience fast gains in speed while traveling down hills. None of
my other cars did that, so I took it to the dealership, but they hadn't a clue. And with the sudden
speed-up's without being on the gas, I too have that happen once in a while. The dealership said
that my throttle might be sticking, but that's all they could think of. About the RPM's, I can't help
you there because half of the time my gauge doesn't work. If the needle goes past RPM, it falls
over and will not move for several days. With the pedal being hard to push on mine as well, I
didn't even bother wasting the money to have it looked at. It might also be possible to adjust the
brake pedal, but it too would be very complicated. November It is not leaking at all. It is using
about a quart every 2 weeks or so. It does shift hard from 1st to 2nd. The car runs great has a 3.
I have a 98 Sable. This week, the button on the shift lever that releases it from park quit
depressing and the cruise quit engaging. Being that you have to have your foot on the brake to
disengage park and if you step on the brake, you disengage the cruise, and that they both went
out at the same time, I'm wondering if there is a brake sensor that went out and if it's possible
for me to replace it myself? December I have a wobble I believe is coming from my
transmission. I thought I might have an unballanced tire, but when I placed the tranny into
nuetral the wobble stopped. Any suggestions as to what it could be? Have an 02 taurus with 90,
miles, has recently started making a noise similar to a belt slipping or a sleeve bearing in
alternator, but sound seems to be coming from inside engine. Could this be rocker arms or cam
shaft bearing. Has anyone experienced similar problem? I am working on my 3. I have exactly
the same symptom. I thought is was the idler pulley. I just replaced it and I am still getting the
sound. Upon closer investigation, it sounds like it is coming from around the pushrods or near
the "rear" of the engine near the transmission??? Ted, did you figure anything out? Anyone
HELP!! I carried taurus to a repair shop. The shop owner asked if I had extended warranty which
I do not have He recalled a similar problem where the the vehicle was under extended warranty
and Ford replaced engine. This appears to be some type of manufacture flaw in some of these
engines. Have not decided what remedy I will seek the car is perfect except for this problem. I
ended up calling a friend of mine who is a Ford Master tech. He couldn't diagnose over the
phone but could recall no engine noises such as this. He had me replace the PCV valve since I
had told him it sounded like it could be near the intake. I did this yesterday and was very
shocked find out the noise went away Good luck. January Hey everybody i have a ford taurus
that can't get any pull when driving it straight ,But if i am going to make a turn it will get up 40
mph when turning corners though and if given gas it will only get u to mph all the gears switch
fine. Just got front motor mount on ,also have to put the back one on. So is ti like the water
pump. I need alittle more info. Transmission sounds like a bad belt. The sound is from the
transmission. Put belt ease on the Serp Belt then discovered the noise was coming from the
transmission. Any Suggestions what this might be? I have two problems I have questions
about. When I turn my steering wheel to the right or put the vehicle in reverse the radio goes off
and it may come back on or it might not. We are in SW MO and during the ice storm we had a
little over a week ago I went out to my car and started it to come home from work. The car
started fine but when I went to shift the gear shift it was very difficult to shift automatic
transmission. When it did go into gear it would not leave low gear. Now it will not shift out of
low gear if I start out in OD. February This vehicle has had all necessary and routine repairs and
scheduled maintenance; never had any major problems and nary a thought of a transmission
problem; a reliable and excellent vehicle. Out of no where The Transmission goes haywire,
won't shift, wont go in gear, loss of reverse gear, shifting out of sequence, dropping into
lo-gear. My first thought is some electronic gizmo in the tranny has quit functioning. Has any
one experienced this same or similar problem. I'm finding it awful hard to believe a transmission
can fail with no recognizable symptoms, no leaks. I own a 97 Mercury Sable Vulcan V6. I've
noticed lately that the car chugs to get into gear sometimes if the car is slowed down and then
accelerated March Its a bit late for an answer but I just signed up. Most likely answer is one of

the linkage shafts above the steering column has loose or missing bolts holding it in place;
these WILL loosen with time. Remove the panel below the steering column and contort yourself
into position. There will be a small bracket with 2 vertically placed T30 head bolts. Tighten as
necessary or replace the one that fell out. They are the same as the ones used to hold the panel
so in a pinch I own a '97 Mercury Sable and up until now it has been pretty much a problem free
car. A couple weeks ago when I would get in the car in the morning after it's sat all night I would
shift the car into reverse and there would be about a 10 second pause before it would engage It
kinda just drops in very softly but not enough to move the car more than an inch or two. Same
problem if I want to go into drive. I took the car to my mechanic who did a complete trans. They
said the filters were very restricted. They gave me the car back and said it will get better as I
drive it. It's gotten worse. It's to the point now where in order for me to get the car in gear, I have
to rev the engine for about 1 minute in neutral then shift to my desired gear. Thing is, once it's
in gear it runs great.. If I stop the car for more than an hour I will have the same problem but the
longer it sits the worse it gets. Is my transmission headed for the graveyard?????? Any help
would be greatly appreciated! Hi, I have a 98 taurus with , miles that I'm going to get the trans
fluid changed in. Now my question Should I get all the fluid changed with a flush where they
don't change the filter or should I just have them drop the pan and change the filter and just the
fluid that comes out with the pan off? Thanks for your thoughts. April I too have a ford taurus
and when i go up hills, my car doesn't want to switch gears, I really have to put my foot on the
gas inorder for it to give me any pull on the hill it drops form 30mph to 20mph. And when I go
down a hill my car kinda "kicks" or aggressively slips into the next gear of RPM's ECC will not
read out fault codes. I am having some problems with my Ford Taurus: 1 My panel on my car as
well as my headlights flicker and my battery light flickers too. When the battery light isn't
flickering and its on, my panel and highlights come on strong. I purchased a Ford Taurus and it
was driving fine when i got into it the next morning and put it into drive and reverse it would not
move at all. What could be wrong with the transmission. Can a Ford Taurus transmission be
used in a Mercury Sable? May It runs fine in neutral and park but when you put it in gear or
reverse the power steering, radio and power windows shut off. The radio clock still works but
no sound and no power steering. But when i put it back to neutral or park i can operate the
windows again along with the power steering?????? Any ideas? Please HELP! Did you ever
change the transmission fluid? Once the fluid goes brown, it loses all lubricity, meaning you
might as well have water in there. The tranny fails FAST after that. Check the fluid often with
each fillup and make sure it is a bright neon red color and at the right level read owner's manul
instructions on how to check the level. Generally it should be changed every 40, miles or so,
more often if you tow. For your car, it is probably too late. Most people never change the tranny
fluids in these things, with predictable results The tranny fluid has been changed regularly and
it is all level and red. The funny thing is this morning my windows, power steering are back but
still no radio it comes and goes. I have a Taurus SE wagon, just earlier today i parked the car,
went inside, and came out to discover that the car rolled down the driveway. I started it up,
pulled it back up and placed it in park. It seems though as if there is no park gear, while shifted
in the park the car will freely roll as if it is in neutral. I shifted it into reverse, drive, neutral, park,
all of that it seems to shift quick and smooth without any hesitation. There's no leaks it seems,
and im lost on what it may be. Any Ideas? I don't know if this helps any but it did stall once
earlier today when i started it, but I dont know if that at all is in relation to the transmission
issue I have. I have it set with the parking brake for now but that's not very safe and im trying to
really correct this issue.. June I have a 97 Taurus V6 3. I have had no problems with it at all until
2 weeks ago. I was driving at a normal speed not accelerating and all of a sudden I heard a
strange grinding type of noise from under the car. I stopped saw nothing out of place, put it in
gear and it drove fine. A mile or so down the road the grinding noise started I stopped again,
nothing. This time the grinding noise did not go away. Transmission shop said it needs to be
replaced at The car still drives and goes into gear does this sound right? We don't really want to
drive it around for second opinions. Have no fear, there is a simple solution to your problems. I
currently drive a Ford Taurus GL, and just this week my car exhibited the same problems that
you described. My mechanic told me that I needed a Neutral Safety Switch. He changed the
switch, and the power steering, the power windows, and the radio are now back to normal. So,
you may try changing this switch. Best of luck. I have a 99 Taurus 3. While driving down the
road the tranny quit, like it was in "N". No grinding, noise or fluid loss. The fluid is red, no smell
and full. I replaced the tranny range selector switch - still have the problem. No matter where
you have the range select lever the car will not move. The cable is ok. September I have a 93
taurus that slips coming out of first gear. The fluid is full. What may be the problem? October I
really love this car. I got great mileage when i ran. But the new problem is the transmission slips
out of gear when i come to a stop?? I have to put it into reverse and then back into drive for it to

go forward. Please let me know if you've gotten this problem solved, and how.. I Have the same
car with 65, miles. Went to take off from a light and the car rolled a couple of feet and the engine
reved up like i was in neutral. The shift cable was moving fine. No Reverse,Drive,L2,or L1. Park
would function fine. In the shop now estimate around Hey, I have a Sable LS with around , miles.
The pre 08 Ford Taurus requres a transmission service every 30k. Your transmission will
eventually self distruct if you do not do this service. The fluid breaks down over time. Good
news, yes, there's good news,lol.. Because of this deposits that are knocked off of walls in the
trans can clog things. I have a Mercury Sable-- with 99K miles-- was driving fine now will not
pull in any gears. Does anyone have any ideas o
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f what it could be -- the transmission fluid level is fine. I got a problem my car started bucking a
bit when it went into over drive so i called up a friend and he recommended draining the tranny
fluid and putting new stuff in so i did the bucking is still there in fact its worse ALL tranny fluid
was removed please help thanks. I have been told that since the transmission is a CVT your do
not need to have a gear selection for 1 to 4,5,6 speeds just D for forward. Apparently some
drivers need to use the shift; although each shift makes to difference. Correct me if I am wrong.
The most likely cause is probably the splines in the torque converter that turn the pump shaft
are stripped. It will have to be removed to verify that, second likely cause is the pump itself.
Support the engine from the top with a brace and chains and remove the frame from the bottom.
Hard to say.. As far as the bucking is concerned the most common cause is a miss fire in the
engine Sign In or Register to comment.

